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(57) Abstract: A method of detecting a user's voice activity in a mobile device is described herein. The method starts with a voice
activity detector (VAD) generating a VAD output based on (i) acoustic signals received from microphones included in the mobile

o device and (ii) data output by an inertial sensor that is included in an earphone portion of the mobile device. The inertial sensor may
detect vibration of the user's vocal chords modulated by the user's vocal tract based on vibrations in bones and tissue of the user's

o head. A noise suppressor may then receive the acoustic signals from the microphones and the VAD output and suppress the noise in
cluded in the acoustic signals received from the microphones based on the VAD output. The method may also include steering one
or more beamformers based on the VAD output. Other embodiments are also described.



SYSTEM AND METHOD OF DETECTING A USER'S VOICE ACTIVITY

USING AN ACCELEROMETER

CROSS REFERENCED APPLICATIONS

[001] This application is a continuation-in-part application of U .S. patent application

No. 13/631,716, filed on September 28, 2012, currently pending, the entire contents of which are

incorporated herein by reference.

FIELD

[002] An embodiment of the invention relate generally to an electronic device having a

voice activity detector (VAD) that uses signals from an accelerometer included in the earbuds of

a headset with a microphone array to detect the user's speech and to steer at least one

beamformer. Another embodiment of the invention relates generally to an electronic device

("mobile device") having a VAD that uses signals from an accelerometer included in an

earphone portion of the mobile device to detect the user's speech.

BACKGROUND

[003] Currently, a number of consumer electronic devices are adapted to receive speech

via microphone ports or headsets. While the typical example is a portable telecommunications

device (mobile telephone), with the advent of Voice over IP (VoIP), desktop computers, laptop

computers and tablet computers may also be used to perform voice communications.

[004] When using these electronic devices, the user also has the option of using the

speakerphone mode or a wired headset to receive his speech. However, a common complaint

with these hands-free modes of operation is that the speech captured by the microphone port or

the headset includes environmental noise such as secondary speakers in the background or other

background noises. This environmental noise often renders the user's speech unintelligible and

thus, degrades the quality of the voice communication.

[005] Similarly, when these electronic devices are used in a non-speaker phone mode

which requires the user to hold the electronic device's earphone portion to the user's ear ("at ear

position"), the speech that is captured by the microphone port may also be rendered

unintelligible due to environmental noise.

SUMMARY

[006] Generally, the invention relates to using signals from an accelerometer included

in an earbud of an enhanced headset for use with electronic devices to detect a user' s voice

activity. Being placed in the user's ear canal, the accelerometer may detect speech caused by the

vibrations of the user's vocal chords. Using these signals from the accelerometer in combination

with the acoustic signals received by microphones in the earbuds and a microphone array in the



headset wire, a coincidence defined as a "AND" function between a movement detected by the

accelerometer and the voiced speech in the acoustic signals may indicate that the user's voiced

speech is detected. When a coincidence is obtained, a voice activity detector (VAD) output may

indicate that the user' s voiced speech is detected. In addition to the user' s voiced speech, the

user's speech may also include unvoiced speech, which is speech that is generated without vocal

chord vibrations (e.g., sounds such as /s/, /sh/, lil). In order for the VAD output to indicate that

unvoiced speech is detected, a signal from a microphone in the earbuds or a microphone in the

microphone array or the output of a beamformer may be used. A high-pass filter is applied to the

signal from the microphone or beamformer and if the resulting power is above a threshold, the

VAD output may indicate the user's unvoiced speech is detected. A noise suppressor may

receive the acoustic signals as received from the microphone array beamformer and may

suppress the noise from the acoustic signals or beamformer based on the VAD output. Further,

based on this VAD output, one or more beamformers may also be steered such that the

microphones in the earbuds and in the microphone array emphasize the user's speech signals and

deemphasize the environmental noise.

[007] In one embodiment of the invention, a method of detecting a user' s voice activity

in a headset with a microphone array starts with a voice activity detector (VAD) generating a

VAD output based on (i) acoustic signals received from microphones included in a pair of

earbuds and the microphone array included on a headset wire and (ii) data output by a sensor

detecting movement that is included in the pair of earbuds. The headset may include the pair of

earbuds and the headset wire. The VAD output may be generated by detecting speech included

in the acoustic signals, detecting a user's speech vibrations from the data output by the

accelerometer, coincidence of the detected speech in acoustic signals and the user's speech

vibrations, and setting the VAD output to indicate that the user's voiced speech is detected if the

coincidence is detected and setting the VAD output to indicate that the user' s voiced speech is

not detected if the coincidence is not detected. A noise suppressor may then receive (i) the

acoustic signals from the microphone array and (ii) the VAD output and suppress the noise

included in the acoustic signals received from the microphone array based on the VAD output.

The method may also include steering one or more beamformers based on the VAD output. The

beamformers may be adaptively steered or the beamformers may be fixed and steered to a set

location.

[008] In another embodiment of the invention, a system detecting a user's voice activity

comprises a headset, a voice activity detector (VAD) and a noise suppressor. The headset may

include a pair of earbuds and a headset wire. Each of the earbuds may include earbud

microphones and a sensor detecting movement such as an accelerometer. The headset wire may



include a microphone array. The VAD may be coupled to the headset and may generate a VAD

output based on (i) acoustic signals received from the earbud microphones, the microphone array

or beamformer and (ii) data output by the sensor detecting movement. The noise suppressor may

be coupled to the headset and the VAD and may suppress noise from the acoustic signals from

the microphone array based on the VAD output.

[009] In another embodiment of the invention, a method of detecting a user's voice

activity in a mobile device starts with a voice activity detector (VAD) generating a VAD output

based on (i) acoustic signals received from microphones included in the mobile device and (ii)

data output by an inertial sensor that is included in an earphone portion of the mobile device, the

inertial sensor to detect vibration of the user's vocal chords modulated by the user's vocal tract

based on based on vibrations in bones and tissue of the user's head. In this embodiment, the

inertial sensor being located in the earphone portion of the mobile device may detect the

vibrations being detected at the user' s ear or in the area proximate to the user' s ear.

[0010] The above summary does not include an exhaustive list of all aspects of the

present invention. It is contemplated that the invention includes all systems,

apparatuses and methods that can be practiced from all suitable combinations of the various

aspects summarized above, as well as those disclosed in the Detailed Description below and

particularly pointed out in the claims filed with the application. Such combinations may have

particular advantages not specifically recited in the above summary.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] The embodiments of the invention are illustrated by way of example and not by

way of limitation in the figures of the accompanying drawings in which like references indicate

similar elements. It should be noted that references to "an" or "one" embodiment of the

invention in this disclosure are not necessarily to the same embodiment, and they mean at least

one. In the drawings:

[0012] Figure 1 illustrates an example of the headset in use according to one

embodiment of the invention.

[0013] Figure 2 illustrates an example of the right side of the headset used with a

consumer electronic device in which an embodiment of the invention may be implemented.

[0014] Figure 3 illustrates a block diagram of a system detecting a user' s voice activity

according to a first embodiment of the invention.

[0015] Figure 4 illustrates a flow diagram of an example method of detecting a user's

voice activity according to the first embodiment of the invention.



[0016] Figure 5 illustrates a block diagram of a system detecting a user' s voice activity

according to a second embodiment of the invention.

[0017] Figure 6 illustrates a flow diagram of an example method of detecting a user's

voice activity according to the second embodiment of the invention.

[0018] Figure 7 illustrates a block diagram of a system detecting a user' s voice activity

according to a third embodiment of the invention.

[0019] Figure 8 illustrates a flow diagram of an example method of detecting a user's

voice activity according to the third embodiment of the invention.

[0020] Figure 9 illustrates a block diagram of a system detecting a user' s voice activity

according to a fourth embodiment of the invention.

[0021] Figure 10 illustrates a flow diagram of an example method of detecting a user's

voice activity according to the fourth embodiment of the invention.

[0022] Figure 11 illustrates a block diagram of a system detecting a user's voice activity

according to a fifth embodiment of the invention.

[0023] Figure 12 illustrates a flow diagram of an example method of detecting a user' s

voice activity according to the fifth embodiment of the invention.

[0024] Figure 13 illustrates an example of the headset in use according to the fifth

embodiment of the invention.

[0025] Figure 14 illustrates a block diagram of a system detecting a user' s voice activity

according to a sixth embodiment of the invention.

[0026] Figure 15 illustrates a flow diagram of an example method of detecting a user' s

voice activity according to the sixth embodiment of the invention.

[0027] Figure 16 illustrates an example of the headset in use according to the sixth

embodiment of the invention.

[0028] Figure 17 is a block diagram of exemplary components of an electronic device

detecting a user's voice activity in accordance with aspects of the present disclosure.

[0029] Figure 18 is a perspective view of an electronic device in the form of a computer,

in accordance with aspects of the present disclosure.

[0030] Figure 19 is a front-view of a portable handheld electronic device, in accordance

with aspects of the present disclosure.

[0031] Figure 20 is a perspective view of a tablet-style electronic device that may be

used in conjunction with aspects of the present disclosure.

[0032] Figure 21 shows a perspective view of a mobile device according to a seventh

embodiment of the invention.



[0033] Figure 22 is a block diagram of a system detecting a user' s voice activity

according to the seventh embodiment of the invention.

[0034] Figure 23 illustrates a flow diagram of an example method of detecting a user' s

voice activity according to the seventh embodiment of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0035] In the following description, numerous specific details are set forth. However, it

is understood that embodiments of the invention may be practiced without these specific details.

In other instances, well-known circuits, structures, and techniques have not been shown to avoid

obscuring the understanding of this description.

[0036] Moreover, the following embodiments of the invention may be described as a

process, which is usually depicted as a flowchart, a flow diagram, a structure diagram, or a block

diagram. Although a flowchart may describe the operations as a sequential process, many of the

operations can be performed in parallel or concurrently. In addition, the order of the operations

may be re-arranged. A process is terminated when its operations are completed. A process may

correspond to a method, a procedure, etc.

[0037] Figure 1 illustrates an example of a headset in use that may be coupled with a

consumer electronic device according to one embodiment of the invention. As shown in Figures

1 and 2, the headset 100 includes a pair of earbuds 110 and a headset wire 120. The user may

place one or both the earbuds 110 into his ears and the microphones in the headset may receive

his speech. The microphones may be air interface sound pickup devices that convert sound into

an electrical signal. The headset 100 in Figure 1 is double-earpiece headset. It is understood

that single-earpiece or monaural headsets may also be used. As the user is using the headset to

transmit his speech, environmental noise may also be present (e.g., noise sources in Figure 1).

While the headset 100 in Figure 2 is an in-ear type of headset that includes a pair of earbuds 110

which are placed inside the user's ears, respectively, it is understood that headsets that include a

pair of earcups that are placed over the user's ears may also be used. Additionally, embodiments

of the invention may also use other types of headsets.

[0038] Figure 2 illustrates an example of the right side of the headset used with a

consumer electronic device in which an embodiment of the invention may be implemented. It is

understood that a similar configuration may be included in the left side of the headset 100.

[0039] As shown in Figure 2, the earbud 110 includes a speaker 112, a sensor detecting

movement such as an accelerometer 113, a front microphone 111 that faces the direction of the

eardrum and a rear microphone 111 that faces the opposite direction of the eardrum. The

earbud 110 is coupled to the headset wire 120, which may include a plurality of microphones

121^121 (M>1) distributed along the headset wire that can form one or more microphone



arrays. As shown in Figure 1, the microphone arrays in the headset wire 120 may be used to

create microphone array beams (i.e., beamformers) which can be steered to a given direction by

emphasizing and deemphasizing selected microphones 121 121 . Similarly, the microphone

arrays can also exhibit or provide nulls in other given directions. Accordingly, the beamforming

process, also referred to as spatial filtering, may be a signal processing technique using the

microphone array for directional sound reception. The headset 100 may also include one or

more integrated circuits and a jack to connect the headset 100 to the electronic device (not

shown) using digital signals, which may be sampled and quantized.

[0040] When the user speaks, his speech signals may include voiced speech and

unvoiced speech. Voiced speech is speech that is generated with excitation or vibration of the

user's vocal chords. In contrast, unvoiced speech is speech that is generated without excitation

of the user's vocal chords. For example, unvoiced speech sounds include /s/, /sh/, /f/, etc.

Accordingly, in some embodiments, both the types of speech (voiced and unvoiced) are detected

in order to generate an augmented voice activity detector (VAD) output which more faithfully

represents the user's speech.

[0041] First, in order to detect the user's voiced speech, in one embodiment of the

invention, the output data signal from accelerometer 113 placed in each earbud 110 together with

the signals from the front microphone 11I , the rear microphone 111R , the microphone array

121^121 or the beamformer may be used. The accelerometer 113 may be a sensing device that

measures proper acceleration in three directions, X, Y, and Z or in only one or two directions.

When the user is generating voiced speech, the vibrations of the user's vocal chords are filtered

by the vocal tract and cause vibrations in the bones of the user's head which is detected by the

accelerometer 113 in the headset 110. In other embodiments, an inertial sensor, a force sensor or

a position, orientation and movement sensor may be used in lieu of the accelerometer 113 in the

headset 110.

[0042] In the embodiment with the accelerometer 113, the accelerometer 113 is used to

detect the low frequencies since the low frequencies include the user's voiced speech signals.

For example, the accelerometer 113 may be tuned such that it is sensitive to the frequency band

range that is below 2000Hz. In one embodiment, the signals below 60Hz-70Hz may be filtered

out using a high-pass filter and above 2000Hz-3000Hz may be filtered out using a low-pass

filter. In one embodiment, the sampling rate of the accelerometer may be 2000Hz but in other

embodiments, the sampling rate may be between 2000Hz and 6000Hz. In another embodiment,

the accelerometer 113 may be tuned to a frequency band range under 1000Hz. It is understood

that the dynamic range may be optimized to provide more resolution within a forced range that is

expected to be produced by the bone conduction effect in the headset 100. Based on the outputs



of the accelerometer 113, an accelerometer-based VAD output (VADa) may be generated, which

indicates whether or not the accelerometer 113 detected speech generated by the vibrations of the

vocal chords. In one embodiment, the power or energy level of the outputs of the accelerometer

113 is assessed to determine whether the vibration of the vocal chords is detected. The power

may be compared to a threshold level that indicates the vibrations are found in the outputs of the

accelerometer 113. In another embodiment, the VADa signal indicating voiced speech is

computed using the normalized cross-correlation between any pair of the accelerometer signals

(e.g. X and Y, X and Z, or Y and Z). If the cross-correlation has values exceeding a threshold

within a short delay interval the VADa indicates that the voiced speech is detected. In some

embodiments, the VADa is a binary output that is generated as a voice activity detector (VAD),

wherein 1 indicates that the vibrations of the vocal chords have been detected and 0 indicates that

no vibrations of the vocal chords have been detected.

[0043] Using at least one of the microphones in the headset 110 (e.g., one of the

microphones in the microphone array 121 i-12l M , front earbud microphone 11lp, or back earbud

microphone 111R) or the output of a beamformer, a microphone-based VAD output (VADm)

may be generated by the VAD to indicate whether or not speech is detected. This determination

may be based on an analysis of the power or energy present in the acoustic signal received by the

microphone. The power in the acoustic signal may be compared to a threshold that indicates that

speech is present. In another embodiment, the VADm signal indicating speech is computed using

the normalized cross-correlation between any pair of the microphone signals (e.g. 121 1 and

121M). If the cross-correlation has values exceeding a threshold within a short delay interval the

VADm indicates that the speech is detected. In some embodiments, the VADm is a binary output

that is generated as a voice activity detector (VAD), wherein 1 indicates that the speech has been

detected in the acoustic signals and 0 indicates that no speech has been detected in the acoustic

signals.

[0044] Both the VADa and the VADm may be subject to erroneous detections of voiced

speech. For instance, the VADa may falsely identify the movement of the user or the headset

100 as being vibrations of the vocal chords while the VADm may falsely identify noises in the

environment as being speech in the acoustic signals. Accordingly, in one embodiment, the VAD

output (VADv) is set to indicate that the user's voiced speech is detected (e.g., VADv output is

set to 1) if the coincidence between the detected speech in acoustic signals (e.g., VADm) and the

user's speech vibrations from the accelerometer output data signals is detected (e.g., VADa).

Conversely, the VAD output is set to indicate that the user's voiced speech is not detected (e.g.,

VADv output is set to 0) if this coincidence is not detected. In other words, the VADv output is

obtained by applying an AND function to the VADa and VADm outputs.



[0045] Second, the signal from at least one of the microphones in the headset 100 or the

output from the beamformer may be used to generate a VAD output for unvoiced speech

(VADu), which indicates whether or not unvoiced speech is detected. It is understood that the

VADu output may be affected by environmental noise since it is computed only based on an

analysis of the acoustic signals received from a microphone in the headset 100 or from the

beamformer. In one embodiment, the signal from the microphone closest in proximity to the

user' s mouth or the output of the beamformer is used to generate the VADu output. In this

embodiment, the VAD may apply a high-pass filter to this signal to compute high frequency

energies from the microphone or beamformer signal. When the energy envelope in the high

frequency band (e.g. between 2000Hz and 8000Hz) is above certain threshold the VADu signal

is set to 1 to indicate that unvoiced speech is present. Otherwise, the VADu signal may be set to

0 to indicate that unvoiced speech is not detected. Voiced speech can also set VADu to 1 if

significant energy is detected at high frequencies. This has no negative consequences since the

VADv and VADu are further combined in an "OR" manner as described below.

[0046] Accordingly, in order to take into account both the voiced and unvoiced speech

and to further be more robust to errors, the method may generate a VAD output by combining

the VADv and VADu outputs using an OR function. In other words, the VAD output may be

augmented to indicate that the user' s speech is detected when VADv indicates that voiced speech

is detected or VADu indicates that unvoiced speech is detected. Further, when this augmented

VAD output is 0, this indicates that the user is not speaking and thus a noise suppressor may

apply a supplementary attenuation to the acoustic signals received from the microphones or from

beamformer in order to achieve additional suppression of the environmental noise.

[0047] The VAD output may be used in a number of ways. For instance, in one

embodiment, a noise suppressor may estimate the user's speech when the VAD output is set to 1

and may estimate the environmental noise when the VAD output is set to 0 . In another

embodiment, when the VAD output is set to 1, one microphone array may detect the direction of

the user's mouth and steer a beamformer in the direction of the user's mouth to capture the user's

speech while another microphone array may steer a cardioid or other beamforming patterns in

the opposite direction of the user's mouth to capture the environmental noise with as little

contamination of the user's speech as possible. In this embodiment, when the VAD output is set

to 0, one or more microphone arrays may detect the direction and steer a second beamformer in

the direction of the main noise source or in the direction of the individual noise sources from the

environment.

[0048] The latter embodiment is illustrated in Figure 1, the user in the left part of Figure

1 is speaking while the user in the right part of Figure 1 is not speaking. When the VAD output



is set to 1, at least one of the microphone arrays is enabled to detect the direction of the user's

mouth. The same or another microphone array creates a beamforming pattern in the direction of

the user's mouth, which is used to capture the user's speech. Accordingly, the beamformer

outputs an enhanced speech signal. When the VAD output is 0, the same or another microphone

array may create a cardioid beamforming pattern in the direction opposite to the user's mouth,

which is used to capture the environmental noise. When the VAD output is 0, other microphone

arrays may create beamforming patterns (not shown in Figure 1) in the directions of individual

environmental noise sources. When the VAD output is 0, the microphone arrays is not enabled

to detect the direction of the user's mouth, but rather the beamformer is maintained at its

previous setting. In this manner, the VAD output is used to detect and track both the user's

speech and the environmental noise.

[0049] The microphone arrays are generating beams in the direction of the mouth of the

user in the left part of Figure 1 to capture the user's speech and in the direction opposite to the

direction of the user's mouth in the right part of Figure 1 to capture the environmental noise.

[0050] Figure 3 illustrates a block diagram of a system detecting a user' s voice activity

according to a first embodiment of the invention. The system 300 in Figure 3 includes the

headset having the pair of earbuds 110 and the headset wire and an electronic device that

includes a VAD 130 and a noise suppressor 140. As shown in Figure 3, the VAD 130 receives

the accelerometer' s 113 output signals that provide information on sensed vibrations in the x, y,

and z directions and the acoustic signals received from the microphones 111 , 111 and

microphone array 121 IM - It is understood that a plurality of microphone arrays

(beamformers) on the headset wire 120 may also provide acoustic signals to the VAD 130 and

the noise suppressor 140.

[0051] The accelerometer signals may be first pre-conditioned. First, the accelerometer

signals are pre-conditioned by removing the DC component and the low frequency components

by applying a high pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 60Hz-70 Hz, for example. Second, the

stationary noise is removed from the accelerometer signals by applying a spectral subtraction

method for noise suppression. Third, the cross-talk or echo introduced in the accelerometer

signals by the speakers in the earbuds may also be removed. This cross-talk or echo suppression

can employ any known methods for echo cancellation. Once the accelerometer signals are pre

conditioned, the VAD 130 may use these signals to generate the VAD output. In one

embodiment, the VAD output is generated by using one of the X, Y, Z accelerometer signals

which shows the highest sensitivity to the user' s speech or by adding the three accelerometer

signals and computing the power envelope for the resulting signal. When the power envelope is

above a given threshold, the VAD output is set to 1, otherwise is set to 0 . In another



embodiment, the VAD signal indicating voiced speech is computed using the normalized cross-

correlation between any pair of the accelerometer signals (e.g. X and Y, X and Z, or Y and Z). If

the cross-correlation has values exceeding a threshold within a short delay interval the VAD

indicates that the voiced speech is detected. In another embodiment, the VAD output is generated

by computing the coincidence as a "AND" function between the VADm from one of the

microphone signals or beamformer output and the VADa from one or more of the accelerometer

signals (VADa). This coincidence between the VADm from the microphones and the VADa

from the accelerometer signals ensures that the VAD is set to 1 only when both signals display

significant correlated energy, such as the case when the user is speaking. In another

embodiment, when at least one of the accelerometer signal (e.g., x, y, z) indicates that user's

speech is detected and is greater than a required threshold and the acoustic signals received from

the microphones also indicates that user's speech is detected and is also greater than the required

threshold, the VAD output is set to 1, otherwise is set to 0 .

[0052] The noise suppressor 140 receives and uses the VAD output to estimate the noise

from the vicinity of the user and remove the noise from the signals captured by at least one of the

microphones 121 121 in the microphone array. By using the data signals outputted from the

accelerometers 113 further increases the accuracy of the VAD output and hence, the noise

suppression. Since the acoustic signals received from the microphones 12 1 121 and 11lp,

111R may wrongly indicate that speech is detected when, in fact, environmental noises including

voices (i.e., distractors or second talkers) in the background are detected, the VAD 130 may

more accurately detect the user's voiced speech by looking for coincidence of vibrations of the

user's vocal chords in the data signals from the accelerometers 113 when the acoustic signals

indicate a positive detection of speech.

[0053] Figure 4 illustrates a flow diagram of an example method of detecting a user's

voice activity according to the first embodiment of the invention. Method 400 starts with a VAD

detector 130 generating a VAD output based on (i) acoustic signals received from microphones

11IF, 111R included in a pair of earbuds 110 and the microphone array 121 121 included on a

headset wire 120 and (ii) data output by a sensor detecting movement 113 that is included in the

pair of earbuds 120 (Block 40 1). At Block 402, a noise suppressor 140 receives the acoustic

signals from the microphone array 121 121 and (ii) the VAD output from the VAD detector

130. At Block 403, the noise suppressor may suppress the noise included in the acoustic signals

received from the microphone array 121 121 based on the VAD output.

[0054] Figure 5 illustrates a block diagram of a system detecting a user' s voice activity

according to a second embodiment of the invention. The system 500 is similar to the system 300

in Figure 3 but further includes a fixed beamformer 150 to receive the acoustic signals received



from the microphone array 121 121 and its output is provided to the noise suppressor 140 and

to the VAD Block 130. The fixed beamformer is steered in a direction of the user's mouth during

a normal wearing position of the headset. This direction may be pre-defined setting in the

headset 100. By steering the fixed beamformer in the direction of the user's mouth during a

normal wearing position, the fixed beamformer may provide the user's speech signal with

significant attenuation of the noises in the environment. Accordingly, the fixed beamformer

outputs a main speech signal to the noise suppressor 140. In other embodiments, the microphone

array based on the microphones 111 111 in the earbuds 110 and the plurality of microphones

121^121 are generating and steering the fixed beamformer 150 in the direction of the mouth of

the user as corresponding to normal wearing conditions.

[0055] Figure 6 illustrates a flow diagram of an example method of detecting a user's

voice activity according to the second embodiment of the invention. In this embodiment, after

the VAD output is generated at Block 401 in Figure 4, the fixed beamformer 150 receives the

acoustic signals from the microphone array at Block 601. The fixed beamformer 150 is then

steered in the direction of the user's mouth during normal wearing position of the headset at

Block 602 and the noise suppressor 140 receives the acoustic signals as outputted by the fixed

beamformer 150 (i.e., the main speech signal). In this embodiment, the noise suppressor 140

may suppress the noise included in the acoustic signals as outputted by the fixed beamformer

150 as using the additional information in the VAD output received from the VAD 130.

[0056] Figure 7 illustrates a block diagram of a system detecting a user' s voice activity

according to a third embodiment of the invention. Due to the user's movements and changing

positions the headset 100 and the microphone arrays l l M included therein may also

change orientation with regards to the user's mouth. Thus, system 700 is similar to the system

300 in Figure 3 but further includes a source direction detector 151 and a first beamformer 152

to implement voice-tracking principles. As shown in Figure 7, the source direction detector 151

also receives the VAD output from the VAD 130 as well as the acoustic signals from the

microphone array 121 121 . The source direction detector 151 may detect the user's speech

source based on the VAD output and provide the direction of the user's speech source to the first

beamformer 152. For instance, when the VAD output is set to indicate that the user's speech is

detected (e.g., VAD output is set to 1), the source direction detector 151 estimates the direction

of the user's mouth relative to the microphone array 121 12 1 . Using this directional

information from the source direction detector 151, when the VAD output is set to 1, the first

beamformer 152 is adaptively steered in the direction of the user's speech source. The output of

the first beamformer 152 may be the acoustic signals from the microphone array 121 121 as

captured by the first beamformer 152. As shown in Figure 7, the output of the first beamformer



152 may be the main speech signal that is then provided to the noise suppressor 140.

Accordingly, when the VAD output is set to 1, the source direction detector 151 computes the

direction of user's mouth. Thus, the microphone array's beam direction can be adaptively

adjusted when the VAD output is set to 1 to track the user's mouth direction. When the VAD

output indicates that the user's speech is not detected (e.g., VAD output set to 0), the direction of

the first beamformer 152 may be maintained at the direction corresponding to its position the last

time the VAD output was set to 1.

[0057] In one embodiment, the source direction detector 151 may perform acoustic

source localization based on time-delay estimates in which pairs of microphones included in the

plurality of microphones 121 I-121M and 11I F, 111R in the headset 100 are used to estimate the

delay for the sound signal between the two of the microphones. The delays from the pairs of

microphones may also be combined and used to estimate the source location using methods such

as the generalized cross-correlation (GCC) or adaptive eigenvalue decomposition (AED). In

another embodiment, the source direction detector 151 and the first beamformer 152 may work

in conjunction to perform the source localization based on steered beamforming (SBF). In this

embodiment, the first beamformer 152 is steered over a range of directions and for each direction

the power of the beamforming output is calculated. The power of the first beamformer 152 for

each direction in the range of directions is calculated and the user' s speech source is detected as

the direction that has the highest power.

[0058] As shown in Figure 7, the noise suppressor 140 receives the output from the first

beamformer 152 which is a main speech signal (i.e., the acoustic signals from the microphone

array 121 121 as captured by the first beamformer 152). In this embodiment, the noise

suppressor 140 may suppress the noise included in the main speech signal based on the VAD

output.

[0059] Figure 8 illustrates a flow diagram of an example method of detecting a user's

voice activity according to the third embodiment of the invention. In this embodiment, after the

VAD output is generated at Block 401 in Figure 4, the source direction detector 151 receives the

acoustic signals from the microphone array 121^121 at Block 801 and detects the user's speech

source based on the VAD output at Block 802. When the VAD output is set to indicate that the

user' s speech is detected, the first beamformer is adaptively steered in the direction of the

detected user's speech source at Block 803. In this embodiment, the noise suppressor 140 may

suppress the noise included in the acoustic signals as outputted by the first beamformer 152 (i.e.,

the main speech signal) based on the VAD output received from the VAD 130.

[0060] Figure 9 illustrates a block diagram of a system detecting a user' s voice activity

according to a fourth embodiment of the invention. System 900 is similar to the system 700 in



Figure 7 but further includes a second beamformer 153 to provide a noise estimation of the

environment noise that is present in the acoustic signals from the microphone array 121 121 .

As shown in Figure 9, the second beamformer 153 may have a cardioid pattern and may be

adaptively steered with a null towards the mouth direction. In other words, the second

beamformer 153 may be adaptively steered in a direction opposite to the mouth's direction to

provide a signal representing an estimate of the environmental noise.

[0061] As shown in Figure 9, the noise suppressor 140 in this embodiment receives the

outputs from the first beamformer 152 and the second beamformer 153 as well as the VAD

output. Thus, the noise estimate from the second beamformer is provided to the noise suppressor

140 together with the user's speech signal included in the acoustic signals as outputted by the

first beamformer. In this embodiment, the noise suppressor 140 may further suppress the noise

included in the main speech signal outputted from the first beamformer 152 based on the outputs

of the second beamformer 153 (i.e., the signal representing the environmental noise) and the

VAD output.

[0062] Referring back to Figure 1, the adaptively steered first beamformer is illustrated

on the left side of Figure 1 while the adaptively steered second beamformer is illustrated on the

right side of Figure 1. In this example, when the VAD output is set to 1, the first beamformer

may be adaptively steered towards the user's mouth (e.g., left side of Figure 1) and the second

different beamformer may be adaptively steered to form a cardioid pattern in the direction

opposite to the user's mouth (e.g., right side of Figure 1). When the VAD output is set to 0,

both the first and second beamformers 152, 153 may be maintained at the directions

corresponding to their respective positions the last time the VAD output was set to 1.

[0063] Figure 10 illustrates a flow diagram of an example method of detecting a user' s

voice activity according to the fourth embodiment of the invention. In this embodiment, after the

first beamformer is adaptively steered in the direction of the detected user's speech source at

Block 803 in Figure 8, the second beamformer 153 is adaptively steered with a null towards the

detected user's speech source. In this embodiment, the second beamformer has a cardioid

pattern and outputs a signal representing environmental noise when the VAD output is set to

indicate that the user's speech is not detected. In this embodiment, the noise suppressor 140 may

suppress the noise included in the main speech signal as outputted by the first beamformer 152

based on the noise estimate as outputted from the second beamformer 153 and the VAD output

received from the VAD 130.

[0064] Figure 11 illustrates a block diagram of a system detecting a user's voice activity

according to a fifth embodiment of the invention. System 1100 is similar to the system 900 in

Figure 9 but in lieu of the second beamformer 153, system 1100 includes a third beamformer



154 to provide a noise estimation of the environment noise that is present in the acoustic signals

from the microphone array 12 1 12 1 . The third beamformer 154 differs from the second

beamformer 153 in that the third beamformer 154 is used to detect the strongest environmental

noise. The third beamformer 154 may then be adaptively steered in the direction of the strongest

environmental noise location when the VAD output is set to indicate that the user's speech is not

detected. Accordingly, the third beamformer 154 provides an estimate of the main environmental

noise that is present in the acoustic signals from the microphone array 121 12 1 . It is

understood that the third beamformer 154 may also be adaptively steered to in a direction of a

plurality of strongest environmental noise locations. In this embodiment, the noise suppressor

140 may suppress the noise included in the main speech signal as outputted by the first

beamformer 152 based on the noise estimate of the main environmental noise as outputted from

the third beamformer 154 and the VAD output received from the VAD 130.

[0065] Figure 12 illustrates a flow diagram of an example method of detecting a user' s

voice activity according to the fifth embodiment of the invention. In this embodiment, after the

first beamformer is adaptively steered in the direction of the detected user's speech source at

Block 803 in Figure 8, the third beamformer 154 is adaptively steered in a direction of the

strongest environmental noise location when the VAD output indicates that the user's speech is

not detected. In this embodiment, the noise suppressor 140 receives a noise estimate of the main

environmental noise from the third beamformer 154 and suppresses the noise included in the

main speech signal as outputted from the first beamformer 152 based on the output from the

third beamformer 154 and the VAD output.

[0066] Figure 13 illustrates an example of the headset in use according to the fifth

embodiment of the invention. In Figure 13, the voice tracking using the first beamformer 152

(e.g., left side of Figure 13) and noise tracking using the third beamformer 154 (e.g., right side

of Figure 13) are illustrated. When the VAD output is set to 1, the first beamformer 152 is

adaptively steered in the direction of the user's mouth (e.g., left side of Figure 13). When the

VAD output is set to 0, the third beamformer 154 will detect the direction of the most significant

noise source and be adaptively steered in this direction. Accordingly, this noise estimate may be

passed together with the user's speech signal included in the output of the first beamformer 152

to the noise suppressor 140, which removes the noise based on the noise estimate and the VAD

output. The noise suppressor 140 removes residual noise from main speech signal received from

the first beamformer 152.

[0067] Figure 14 illustrates a block diagram of a system detecting a user' s voice activity

according to a sixth embodiment of the invention. System 1400 is similar to the system 1100 in

Figure 11, in that the third beamformer 154 is used to detect the direction of the strongest



environmental noise location when the VAD output indicates that the user' s speech is not

detected (e.g., VAD output is set to 0). However, in system 1400, the direction of the strongest

environmental noise location detected by the third beamformer 154 is provided to the first

beamformer 152 and the nulls of the first beamformer 152 may be adaptively steered towards the

direction of the strongest environmental noise location while keeping the main beam of the first

beamformer 152 in the direction of the user's mouth as detected when the VAD output is set to

1. The adaptive steering of the nulls of the first beamformer 152 may be performed when the

VAD output is 1 or 0 . Further, it is understood that the strongest environmental noise location

may include one or more directions. In this embodiment, the noise suppressor 140 receives the

main speech signal being outputted from the first beamformer 152. This main speech signal may

include the acoustic signals from the microphones 121^121 as captured by the first

beamformer 152 having a main beam directed to the user's mouth and nulls directed to the

location(s) of the main environmental noise(s). In this embodiment, the noise suppressor 140

suppresses the noise included in the main speech signal outputted from the first beamformer 152

based on the VAD output.

[0068] Figure 15 illustrates a flow diagram of an example method of detecting a user' s

voice activity according to the sixth embodiment of the invention. In this embodiment, after the

first beamformer is adaptively steered in the direction of the detected user's speech source at

Block 803 in Figure 8, the third beamformer 154 detects a direction of the strongest

environmental noise location when the VAD output indicates that the user' s speech is not

detected at Block 1501. At Block 1502, the null of first beamformer 152 is adaptively steered in

a direction of the strongest environmental noise location. In some embodiments, the nulls of the

first beamformer 152 may be adaptively steered in the directions of a plurality of detected

strongest environmental noise locations, respectively. The adaptive steering of the null(s) of the

first beamformer 152 in Block 1502 may be performed when the VAD output indicates that the

user's speech is detected or when the VAD output indicates that the user's speech is not detected.

In this embodiment, the noise suppressor 140 suppresses the noise included in the main speech

signal as outputted from the first beamformer 152 based on the VAD output.

[0069] Figure 16 illustrates an example of the headset in use according to the sixth

embodiment of the invention. As shown in Figure 16, when the VAD output is set to 1, the first

beamformer 152 is adaptively steered such that the main beam is directed towards the user's

mouth and maintained in that direction when the VAD output is set to 0 . The third beamformer

154 detects the directions of the main environment noise locations when the VAD output is set to

0 . Using the directions detected by the third beamformer 154, the nulls of the first beamformer

152 are adaptively steered in these directions of the main environment noise locations.



Accordingly, the first beamformer 152 emphasizes the user's speech using the main beam and

deemphasizes the noise locations using the nulls.

[0070] A general description of suitable electronic devices for performing these functions

is provided below with respect to Figures 17-20. Specifically, Figure 17 is a block diagram

depicting various components that may be present in electronic devices suitable for use with the

present techniques. Figure 18 depicts an example of a suitable electronic device in the form of a

computer. Figure 19 depicts another example of a suitable electronic device in the form of a

handheld portable electronic device. Additionally, Figure 20 depicts yet another example of a

suitable electronic device in the form of a computing device having a tablet-style form factor.

These types of electronic devices, as well as other electronic devices providing comparable voice

communications capabilities (e.g., VoIP, telephone communications, etc.), may be used in

conjunction with the present techniques.

[0071] Keeping the above points in mind, Figure 17 is a block diagram illustrating

components that may be present in one such electronic device 10, and which may allow the

device 10 to function in accordance with the techniques discussed herein. The various functional

blocks shown in Figure 17 may include hardware elements (including circuitry), software

elements (including computer code stored on a computer-readable medium, such as a hard drive

or system memory), or a combination of both hardware and software elements. It should be

noted that Figure 17 is merely one example of a particular implementation and is merely

intended to illustrate the types of components that may be present in the electronic device 10.

For example, in the illustrated embodiment, these components may include a display 12,

input/output (I/O) ports 14, input structures 16, one or more processors 18, memory device(s) 20,

non-volatile storage 22, expansion card(s) 24, RF circuitry 26, and power source 28.

[0072] Figure 18 illustrates an embodiment of the electronic device 10 in the form of a

computer 30. The computer 30 may include computers that are generally portable (such as

laptop, notebook, tablet, and handheld computers), as well as computers that are generally used

in one place (such as conventional desktop computers, workstations, and servers). In certain

embodiments, the electronic device 10 in the form of a computer may be a model of a

MacBook™, MacBook™ Pro, MacBook Air™, iMac™, Mac™ Mini, or Mac Pro™, available

from Apple Inc. of Cupertino, Calif. The depicted computer 30 includes a housing or enclosure

33, the display 12 (e.g., as an LCD 34 or some other suitable display), I O ports 14, and input

structures 16.

[0073] The electronic device 10 may also take the form of other types of devices, such as

mobile telephones, media players, personal data organizers, handheld game platforms, cameras,

and/or combinations of such devices. For instance, as generally depicted in Figure 19, the



device 10 may be provided in the form of a handheld electronic device 32 that includes various

functionalities (such as the ability to take pictures, make telephone calls, access the Internet,

communicate via email, record audio and/or video, listen to music, play games, connect to

wireless networks, and so forth). By way of example, the handheld device 32 may be a model of

an iPod™, iPod™ Touch, or iPhone™ available from Apple Inc.

[0074] In another embodiment, the electronic device 10 may also be provided in the form

of a portable multi-function tablet computing device 50, as depicted in Figure 20. In certain

embodiments, the tablet computing device 50 may provide the functionality of media player, a

web browser, a cellular phone, a gaming platform, a personal data organizer, and so forth. By

way of example, the tablet computing device 50 may be a model of an iPad™ tablet computer,

available from Apple Inc.

[0075] Figure 21 shows a perspective view of a mobile device 10 according to a seventh

embodiment of the invention. In this embodiment, the mobile device 10 may be used in an at-ear

position. The at-ear position is one in which the device 10 is being held to the user's ear.

Referring to Figure 21, the mobile device 10 may include input-output components such as ports

and jacks. For example, opening 6 1 may form the microphone port and opening 62 may form a

speaker port. The sound during a telephone call is emitted through opening 63 which may form

a speaker port for a telephone receiver that is placed adjacent to the user's ear during a call when

the mobile device 10 is in the at-ear position. The portion of the mobile device 10 that is placed

adjacent to the user's ear during a call when the mobile device 10 is in the at-ear position may be

referred to as the earphone portion. Accordingly, in the at-ear position, the earpiece speaker port

63 may be used as a close-to-the-ear receiver port such that the sound during a telephone call is

emitted through an earphone portion of the mobile device 10. When the mobile device 10 is in

the at-ear position, the earphone speaker port 63 is "sealed" by the contact of the ear to the

device housing the region surrounding the earphone speaker's opening 63. It should be noted that

the closure of the ear around the speaker port 63 may not be perfectly "sealed," but such term is

simply used to generally characterize the closed environment around the speaker port 63 formed

by the ear and the device 10.

[0076] In one embodiment, the microphone port 61, the speaker ports 62 and 63 may be

coupled to the communications circuitry to enable the user to participate in wireless telephone.

In one embodiment, the microphone port 6 1 is coupled to microphones included in the mobile

device 10. The microphones may be a microphone array similar to the microphone array 121

121M in the headset 100 as described above. As further illustrated in Figure 22, the mobile

device 10 may include an inertial sensor that is included in an earphone portion of the mobile

device 10. The inertial sensor may be an accelerometer 114 that detects vibration of the user's



vocal chords modulated by the user's vocal tract based on vibrations in bones and tissue of the

user's head. In one embodiment, the accelerometer 114 has a sampling rate greater than 2000Hz.

In another embodiment, the sampling rate of the accelerometer 114 may be between 2000 Hz and

6000 Hz. By being included in the earphone portion of the mobile device 10, the accelerometer

114 may detect the vibrations of the user's vocal chords modulated by the user's vocal tract

based on vibrations from portions of the user' s ear and head that are in contact with the earphone

portion of the mobile device 10 when the mobile device 10 is being used in an at-ear position.

[0077] Figure 22 is a block diagram of a system 2200 detecting a user's voice activity

according to a seventh embodiment of the invention. The system 2200 in Figure 22 includes the

mobile device 10 having a microphone array 122 122 and an accelerometer included in the

earphone portion of the mobile device 10. The system 2200 also includes a VAD 130 and a

noise suppressor 140. In one embodiment, the VAD 130 and the noise suppressor 140 may be

included the mobile device 10. In this embodiment, the components of system 2200 as

illustrated in Figure 22 are all included in the mobile device 10. As shown in Figure 22, the

VAD 130 receives the accelerometer' s 114 output signals that provide information on sensed

vibrations in the x, y, and z directions and the acoustic signals received from the microphone

array 1221-122M. It is understood that a plurality of microphone arrays (beamformers) in the

mobile device 10 may also provide acoustic signals to the VAD 130 and the noise suppressor

140.

[0078] Similar to the embodiment in Figure 3 as described above, the embodiment as

illustrated in Figure 22 may also pre-condition the accelerometer signals from accelerometer

114. Once the accelerometer 114' s signals are pre-conditioned, the VAD 130 may use these

signals to generate the VAD output as described in each embodiment described above. For

instance, in one embodiment, the VAD output is generated by using one of the X, Y, Z

accelerometer signals which shows the highest sensitivity to the user's speech or by adding the

three accelerometer signals and computing the power envelope for the resulting signal. When

the power envelope is above a given threshold, the VAD output is set to 1, otherwise is set to 0 .

In another embodiment, the VAD signal indicating voiced speech is computed using the

normalized cross-correlation between any pair of the accelerometer signals (e.g. X and Y, X and

Z, or Y and Z). If the cross-correlation has values exceeding a threshold within a short delay

interval the VAD indicates that the voiced speech is detected. In another embodiment, the VAD

output is generated by computing the coincidence as a "AND" function between the VADm

from one of the microphone signals or beamformer output and the VADa from one or more of

the accelerometer signals (VADa). This coincidence between the VADm from the microphones

and the VADa from the accelerometer signals ensures that the VAD is set to 1 only when both



signals display significant correlated energy, such as the case when the user is speaking. In

another embodiment, when at least one of the accelerometer signal (e.g., x, y, z) indicates that

user' s speech is detected and is greater than a required threshold and the acoustic signals

received from the microphones also indicates that user's speech is detected and is also greater

than the required threshold, the VAD output is set to 1, otherwise is set to 0 .

[0079] As illustrated in Figure 22, the noise suppressor 140 receives and uses the VAD

output to estimate the noise from the vicinity of the user and removes the noise from the signals

captured by at least one of the microphones Σ in the microphone array. By using the

data signals outputted from the accelerometer 114 further increases the accuracy of the VAD

output and hence, the noise suppression.

[0080] Figure 23 illustrates a flow diagram of an example method of detecting a user' s

voice activity according to the seventh embodiment of the invention. Method 2300 starts with a

VAD detector 130 generating a VAD output based on (i) acoustic signals received from

microphones included in the mobile device 10 and (ii) data output by an inertial sensor 114 that

is included in an earphone portion of the mobile device 10 (Block 230 1). The microphones

included in the mobile device 10 may be a microphone array. The inertial sensor 114 may detect

vibration of the user's vocal chords modulated by the user's vocal tract based on vibrations in

bones and tissue of the user's head. At Block 2302, a noise suppressor 140 receives the acoustic

signals from the microphones included in the mobile device 10 and (ii) the VAD output from the

VAD detector 130. At Block 2303, the noise suppressor may suppress the noise included in the

acoustic signals received from the microphones (e.g., microphone array included in

the mobile device 10 based on the VAD output.

[0081] It is contemplated that when the headset 100 is not being used by the user during

a telephone call but rather the user is holding the mobile device 10 to his ear (i.e., at-ear

position), the signals from the accelerometer 114 and the microphone array as

illustrated in Figure 22 may be used in lieu of signals from the accelerometer 113, and signals

from the microphones 111R, 11I and microphone array Further, it is contemplated

that the second to sixth embodiments, as illustrated in Figures 5 to 16, may also be modified

such that the signals from the accelerometer 114 and the microphone array 122^ 122]^ as

illustrated in Figure 22 may be used in lieu of signals from the accelerometer 113, and signals

from the microphones 11I 11l and microphone array 121 121 to generate a VAD output,

generate and steer beamformers, and suppress noise, when the mobile device 10 is being used at

an at-ear position.

[0082] While the invention has been described in terms of several embodiments, those of

ordinary skill in the art will recognize that the invention is not limited to the embodiments



described, but can be practiced with modification and alteration within the spirit and scope of the

appended claims. The description is thus to be regarded as illustrative instead of limiting. There

are numerous other variations to different aspects of the invention described above, which in the

interest of conciseness have not been provided in detail. Accordingly, other embodiments are

within the scope of the claims.



CLAIMS

1. A method of detecting a user's voice activity in a mobile device comprising:

generating by a voice activity detector (VAD) a VAD output based on (i) acoustic signals

received from microphones included in the mobile device and (ii) data output by an inertial

sensor that is included in an earphone portion of the mobile device, the inertial sensor to detect

vibration of the user's vocal chords modulated by the user's vocal tract based on vibrations in

bones and tissue of the user's head.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein inertial sensor is an accelerometer.

3 . The method of claim 2, wherein the accelerometer has a sampling rate greater than

2000Hz.

4 . The method of claim 2, wherein the accelerometer has a sampling rate between 2000 Hz

and 6000 Hz.

5 . The method of claim 2, wherein the microphones included in the mobile device are a

microphone array.

6 . The method of claim 5, wherein the vibrations in the bones and tissue of the user's head

further comprises the vibrations detected from portions of the user' s ear and head that are in

contact with the earphone portion of the mobile device.

7 . The method of claim 6, wherein the mobile device is being used in an at-ear position.

8. The method of claim 6, wherein generating the VAD output comprises:

computing a power envelope of at least one of x, y, z signals generated by the

accelerometer; and

setting the VAD output to 1 to indicate that the user's voiced speech is detected if the

power envelope is greater than a threshold and setting the VAD output to 0 to indicate that the

user's voiced speech is not detected if the power envelope is less than the threshold.

9 . The method of claim 6, wherein generating the VAD output comprises:

computing the normalized cross-correlation between any pair of x, y, z direction signals

generated by the accelerometer;



setting the VAD output to 1 to indicate that the user's voiced speech is detected if

normalized cross-correlation is greater than a threshold within a short delay range, and setting

the VAD output to 0 to indicate that the user' s voiced speech is not detected if the normalized

cross-correlation is less than the threshold.

10. The method of claim 6, wherein generating the VAD output comprises:

detecting voiced speech included in the acoustic signals;

detecting the vibration of the user' s vocal chords from the data output by the

accelerometer;

computing the coincidence of the detected speech in acoustic signals and the vibration of

the user's vocal chords; and

setting the VAD output to indicate that the user' s voiced speech is detected if the

coincidence is detected and setting the VAD output to indicate that the user' s voiced speech is

not detected if the coincidence is not detected.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein generating the VAD output comprises:

detecting unvoiced speech in the acoustic signals by:

analyzing at least one of the acoustic signals;

if an energy envelope in a high frequency band of the at least one of the acoustic

signals is greater than a threshold, a VAD output for unvoiced speech (VADu) is set to indicate

that unvoiced speech is detected; and

setting the global VAD output to indicate that the user' s speech is detected if the voiced

speech is detected or if the VADu is set to indicate that unvoiced speech is detected.

12. The method of claim 11, further comprising:

receiving the acoustic signals from the microphone array by a fixed beamformer; and

steering the fixed beamformer in a direction of the user's mouth when the mobile device

is in an at-ear position.

13. The method of claim 12, further comprising:

receiving by a noise suppressor (i) a main speech signal from the fixed beamformer and

(ii) the VAD output; and

suppressing by the noise suppressor noise included in the main speech signal based on

the VAD output.



14. The method of claim 11, further comprising:

receiving the acoustic signals from the microphone array by a source direction detector;

detecting by the source direction detector the user's speech source based on the VAD

output;

adaptively steering a first beamformer in a direction of the detected user's speech source

when the VAD output is set to indicate that the user's speech is detected, the first beamformer

outputting a main speech signal.

15. The method of claim 14, wherein detecting by the source direction detector the user's

speech source based on the VAD output comprises:

determining a delay for a sound signal between microphones in the microphone array;

and

detecting the main acoustic source location using generalized cross correlation (GCC) or

adaptive eigenvalue decomposition (AED).

16. The method of claim 14, detecting by the source direction detector the user's speech

source based on the VAD output comprises:

steering the first beamformer over a range of directions; and

calculating a power of the first beamformer for each direction in the range of directions,

wherein the user' s speech source is detected as a direction in the range of directions having the

highest power.

17. The method of claim 14, further comprising:

adaptively steering a second beamformer with a null towards the user' s speech source,

wherein the second beamformer has a cardioid pattern, wherein the second beamformer outputs a

signal representing environmental noise when the VAD output is set to indicate that the user's

speech is not detected;

receiving by a noise suppressor (i) a main speech signal from the first beamformer, (ii)

the signal representing the environmental noise from the second beamformer, and (iii) the VAD

output; and

suppressing by the noise suppressor noise included in the main speech signal based on

the signal representing the environmental noise and the VAD output.

18. The method of claim 14, further comprising:



adaptively steering a second beamformer in a direction of strongest environmental noise

location when the VAD output is set to indicate that the user' s speech is not detected, wherein

the second beamformer outputs a signal representing the strongest environmental noise;

receiving by a noise suppressor (i) a main speech signal from the first beamformer, (ii)

the signal representing the strongest environmental noise outputted from the second beamformer,

and (iii) the VAD output; and

suppressing by the noise suppressor noise included in the main speech signal based on

the signal representing the strongest environmental noise and the VAD output.

19. The method of claim 14, further comprising:

detecting by a second beamformer a direction of strongest environmental noise location

when the VAD output is set to indicate that the user's speech is not detected;

adaptively steering the nulls of the first beamformer in the direction of the strongest

environmental noise location to output a main speech signal from the first beamformer;

receiving by a noise suppressor (i) the main speech signal being output from the first

beamformer, and (ii) the VAD output; and

suppressing by the noise suppressor noise included in the main speech signal based on

the VAD output.

20. A mobile device detecting a user's voice activity comprising:

an accelerometer to detect vibration of the user's vocal chords modulated by the user's

vocal tract based on vibrations in bones and tissue of the user's head, wherein the accelerometer

is included in an earphone portion of the mobile device;

a voice activity detector (VAD) coupled to the accelerometer, the VAD to generate a

VAD output based on (i) acoustic signals received from microphones included in the mobile

device and (ii) data output by the accelerometer; and

a noise suppressor coupled to the microphones and the VAD, the noise suppressor to

suppress noise from the acoustic signals from the microphones based on the VAD output.

21. The mobile device of claim 20, wherein accelerometer has a sampling rate greater than

2000Hz.

22. The mobile device of claim 20, wherein the accelerometer has a sampling rate between

2000 Hz and 6000 Hz.



23. The mobile device of claim 20, wherein the microphones included in the mobile device

are a microphone array.

24. The mobile device of claim 23, wherein the vibrations in the bones and tissue of the

user's head further comprises the vibrations detected from portions of the user's ear and head

that are in contact with the earphone portion of the mobile device.

25. The mobile device of claim 24, wherein the mobile device is being used in an at-ear

position.

26. The mobile device of claim 24, wherein the VAD generates the VAD output by:

computing a power envelope of at least one of x, y, z signals generated by the

accelerometer; and

setting the VAD output to indicate that the user' s voiced speech is detected if the power

envelope is greater than a threshold and setting the VAD output to indicate that the user' s voiced

speech is not detected if the power envelope is less than the threshold.

27. The mobile device of claim 24, wherein the VAD generates the VAD output by:

computing the normalized cross-correlation between any pair of x, y, z direction signals

generated by the accelerometer; and

setting the VAD output to indicate that the user' s voiced speech is detected if normalized

cross-correlation is greater than a threshold within a short delay range, and setting the VAD

output to indicate that the user's voiced speech is not detected if the normalized cross-correlation

is less than the threshold.

28. The mobile device of claim 24, wherein the VAD generates the VAD output by:

detecting speech included in the acoustic signals;

detecting the vibrations of the user's vocal chords from the data output by the

accelerometer;

computing the coincidence of the detected speech in acoustic signals and the vibrations of

the user's vocal chords; and

setting the VAD output to indicate that the user' s voiced speech is detected if the

coincidence is detected and setting the VAD output to indicate that the user' s voiced speech is

not detected if the coincidence is not detected.



29. The mobile device of claim 28, wherein generating the VAD output comprises:

detecting unvoiced speech in the acoustic signals by:

analyzing at least one of the acoustic signals;

if an energy envelope in a high frequency band of the at least one of the acoustic

signals is greater than a threshold, a VAD output for unvoiced speech (VADu) is set to indicate

that unvoiced speech is detected; and

setting the VAD output to indicate that the user' s speech is detected if the voiced speech

is detected or if the VADu is set to indicate that unvoiced speech is detected.

30. The mobile device of claim 27, further comprising:

a fixed beamformer receiving the acoustic signals from the microphone array, wherein

the fixed beamformer is steered in a direction of the user's mouth when the mobile device is in

an at-ear position to output a main speech signal.

31. The mobile device of claim 30, wherein the noise suppressor suppresses the noise

included in the main speech signal outputted by the fixed beamformer based on the VAD output.

32. The mobile device of claim 27, further comprising:

a source direction detector receiving the acoustic signals from the microphone array and

detecting the user's speech source based on the VAD output; and

a first beamformer being adaptively steered in a direction of the detected user' s speech

source when the VAD output is set to indicate that the user's voiced speech is detected, wherein

the first beamformer outputs a main speech signal.

33. The mobile device of claim 32, wherein the source direction detector detects the user's

speech source based on the VAD output by:

determining a delay for a sound signal between microphones in the microphone array;

and

detecting the main acoustic source location using generalized cross correlation (GCC) or

adaptive eigenvalue decomposition (AED).

34. The mobile device of claim 32, wherein the source direction detector detects the user's

speech source based on the VAD output by:

steering the first beamformer over a range of directions; and



calculating a power of the first beamformer for each direction in the range of directions,

wherein the user' s speech source is detected as a direction in the range of directions having the

highest power.

35. The mobile device of claim 32, further comprising:

a second beamformer being adaptively steered to direct a null of the second beamformer

towards the user's speech source, wherein the second beamformer has a cardioid pattern,

wherein the second beamformer outputs a signal representing environmental noise when the

VAD output is set to indicate that the user' s voiced speech is not detected,

wherein the noise suppressor suppresses the noise included in the main speech signal

based the signal representing environmental noise outputted from the second beamformer and

the VAD output.

36. The mobile device of claim 32, further comprising:

a second beamformer being adaptively steered in a direction of strongest environmental

noise location when the VAD output is set to indicate that the user' s speech is not detected,

wherein the second beamformer outputs a signal representing the strongest environmental noise,

wherein the noise suppressor suppresses the noise included in the main speech signal

based on the signal representing the strongest environmental noise outputted from the second

beamformer and the VAD output.

37. The mobile device of claim 32, further comprising:

a second beamformer detecting a direction of strongest environmental noise location

when the VAD output is set to indicate that the user's speech is not detected, wherein the nulls of

the first beamformer are adaptively steered in the direction of the strongest environmental noise

location.
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